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0. Introduction
The notion of a projective Fraïssé family of topological structures ant its limit has been introduced in [2], dualising the
usual model theoretic construction of a Fraïssé limit (see [1]). Irwin and Solecki used this new concept to study a particular
family of topological structures, namely reﬂexive linear graphs. Its limit, a compact metric space, turns out to be endowed
with an equivalence relation; the quotient produces a pseudo-arc (the deﬁnition of a pseudo-arc and its main features can
be found in [4]) and the authors exploited this construction to recover several known and new properties of the pseudo-arc.
The aim of this paper is to characterise the compact metric spaces that can be obtained as such quotients of projective
Fraïssé limits. These turn out to be:
• The Cantor space.
• Disjoint sums of m singleton and n pseudo-arcs, with m+ n > 0.
• Disjoint sums of n spaces each of the form P ∪⋃ j∈N Q j , where P is a pseudo-arc, each Q j is a Cantor space clopen
in X and
⋃
j∈N Q j is dense in X .
Section 1 collects deﬁnitions and easy remarks needed in the sequel. Section 2 points out some general facts about
projective Fraïssé classes and their limits. Section 3 deals with the class of ﬁnite reﬂexive graphs. Finally, in Section 4 the
main theorem characterising quotients of projective Fraïssé limits is proved.
It is worth mentioning here that, as already pointed out in [2], a generalisation of the concept of a projective Fraïssé
class which is likely to be very useful in applications would consist in allowing restricted classes of epimorphisms. This kind
of study is not undertaken in this article.
1. Some deﬁnitions and elementary facts
The following deﬁnitions come from [2]. Given a ﬁrst order language L, a topological L-structure is a zero-dimensional,
compact, second countable space that is also an L-structure such that:
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• the interpretations of the function symbols are continuous functions.
An epimorphism between topological L-structures A and B is a continuous surjection ϕ : A → B such that:
• RB = ϕ × · · · × ϕ(RA) for every n-ary relation symbol R;
• f B(ϕ(x1), . . . ,ϕ(xn)) = ϕ f A(x1, . . . , xn) for every n-ary function symbol f .
An isomorphism is a bijective epimorphism. An epimorphism ϕ : A → B reﬁnes a covering U of A if the preimage of any
element of B is included in some element of U .
A family  of topological L-structures is a projective Fraïssé family if the following are satisﬁed:
F1 for any D, E ∈  there are F ∈  and epimorphisms F → D , F → E;
F2 for any C, D, E ∈  and epimorphisms ϕ1 : D → C , ϕ2 : E → C there are F ∈  and epimorphisms ψ1 : F → D ,
ψ2 : F → E such that ϕ1ψ1 = ϕ2ψ2.
A topological L-structure D is a projective Fraïssé limit of the family  of topological L-structures if the following hold:
L1 for every D ∈  there is an epimorphism D → D;
L2 for every ﬁnite discrete topological space A and continuous function f :D → A there are D ∈ , an epimorphism
ϕ :D → D and a function f ′ : D → A such that f = f ′ϕ;
L3 for any D ∈  and epimorphisms ϕ1,ϕ2 :D → D there is an isomorphism ψ :D → D such that ϕ2 = ϕ1ψ .
In [2] it is proved that each non-empty, at most countable, projective Fraïssé family of ﬁnite topological L-structures has
a projective Fraïssé limit, which is unique up to isomorphism.
Given a sequence (Dn,πn) of topological structures and epimorphisms πn : Dn+1 → Dn , for n < m denote πmn =
πn · · ·πm−1. Let also πnn : Dn → Dn be the identity. If D is the inverse limit of the sequence, denote by π∞n :D → Dn the
projections.
For  a class of topological L-structures, a fundamental sequence (Dn,πn) is a sequence in  with epimorphisms
πn : Dn+1 → Dn so that the following are satisﬁed:
(a) for any D ∈  there are n and an epimorphism Dn → D;
(b) for any n, any E, F ∈  and any epimorphisms ϕ1 : F → E , ϕ2 : Dn → E there exist m  n and an epimorphism
ψ : Dm → F such that ϕ1ψ = ϕ2πmn .
Throughout the paper, graph will always mean reﬂexive graph, that is a reﬂexive, symmetric relation. An edge in a
graph G is a set {u, v} ∈ [G]2 such that uRG v; a path is a non-empty sequence (x0, . . . , xn) in G such that xi RGxi+1 for
all i, allowing repetitions. Path (x0, . . . , xn) has length n and joins x0 to xn . The components of a graph G are the equiv-
alence classes of the relation deﬁned by x ∼G y if and only if there is a path joining x to y; a component is trivial if
it consists of a single element, which will be called an isolated point. A graph is connected if it has only one compo-
nent. A path (x0, . . . , xn) in a connected graph G is total if given any (u, v) ∈ RG with u = v there is i  n − 1 such that
{xi, xi+1} = {u, v}. Given a connected graph G , let dG be the distance on G , that is dG(a,b) is the length of the shortest
path joining a and b; let the diameter of G be the least upper bound of the distances between nodes in the graph G . Notice
that if ϕ :G → H is an epimorphism between connected graphs, then the diameter of H does not exceed the diameter
of G .
A linear graph is a connected graph such that each element has at most three neighbours including itself and, if it has
more than one element, there are two elements with exactly two neighbours (including themselves). Denote L0 = {R},
where R is a binary relation symbol, and 0 the class of ﬁnite linear graphs. By [2], this is a projective Fraïssé family and
P/RP is a pseudo-arc, where (P, RP) denotes the projective Fraïssé limit of 0.
The following facts are essentially [2, Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3], though they were stated there in a weaker form. They will
be used several times in the sequel.
Lemma 1. Let  be a class of topological L-structures and let D be a topological L-structure. Then D satisﬁes condition L2 if and only
if for each clopen partition of D there is an epimorphism of D to a structure in  reﬁning it.
Lemma 2. Let  be a class of topological L-structures and let D be a projective Fraïssé limit of . Let D, E ∈  and let ϕ : E → D,
ψ :D → D be epimorphisms. Then there exists an epimorphism χ :D → E such that ϕχ = ψ .
Other rather straightforward but useful observations are the following.
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limit D. Let E0 ⊆ D0 be non-empty and invariant with respect to all symbols in L and deﬁne En = (πn0 )−1(E0), E = (π∞0 )−1(E0). Let
also ρn : En+1 → En be the restriction of πn. Then (En,ρn) is a fundamental sequence ( for the family {En}n∈N)with E as inverse limit.
Proof. To check the second property in the deﬁnition of a fundamental sequence, let i, j,k ∈ N with epimorphisms
ϕ1 : E j → Ei and ϕ2 : Ek → Ei . Pick j′ max(i, j) and k′ max(i,k). Deﬁne epimorphisms ϕ˜1 : D j′ → Di and ϕ˜2 : Dk′ → Di
by
ϕ˜1(x) =
{
ϕ1π
j′
j (x) if x ∈ E j′ ,
π
j′
i (x) if x /∈ E j′ ,
ϕ˜2(x) =
{
ϕ2π
k′
k (x) if x ∈ Ek′ ,
πk
′
i (x) if x /∈ Ek′ .
Then there are l j′ and an epimorphism ψ : Dl → Dk′ such that ϕ˜1π lj′ = ϕ˜2ψ . If θ : El → Ek′ is the restriction of ψ , for any
x ∈ El it follows
ϕ1ρ
l
j(x) = ϕ˜1π lj′(x) = ϕ˜2ψ(x) = ϕ2ρk
′
k θ(x). 
Lemma 4. Let G be a ﬁnite connected graph. Then for every connected graph H of suﬃcient diameter there is an epimorphism
ϕ : H → G.
Proof. Let (v0, . . . , vn) be a total path in G . Suppose the diameter of H is at least n and pick h ∈ H such that there exists
h′ ∈ H with dH (h,h′) = n. For u ∈ H deﬁne
ϕ(u) =
{
vi if dH (h,u) = i  n,
vn if dH (h,u) > n.

2. Generalities
The following two propositions give a converse to properties proved in [2].
Proposition 5. A non-empty, at most countable class  of ﬁnite topological structures for a given language admits a fundamental
sequence if and only if it is a projective Fraïssé family.
Proof. That a non-empty, at most countable projective Fraïssé family of ﬁnite topological structures admits a fundamental
sequence is established in the proof of [2, Theorem 2.4].
Conversely, let (Dn,πn) be a fundamental sequence for , in order to check properties F1, F2.
F1. Given C, D ∈ , let ϕ : Dn → C and ψ : Dm → D and suppose n m. Then ϕπmn : Dm → C and ψ : Dm → D are the
required epimorphisms.
F2. Let C, D, E ∈  with epimorphisms ϕ : D → C and ψ : E → C . There are n,m ∈ N with epimorphisms θ : Dn → D and
ρ : Dm → E . So there are h n and an epimorphism τ : Dh → Dm such that ψρτ = ϕθπhn . 
Proposition 6. Let  be a non-empty, at most countable class of ﬁnite topological structures for a given language. Then  has a
projective Fraïssé limit D if and only if  is a projective Fraïssé family.
Proof. The backward direction is [2, Theorem 2.4].
Conversely, properties F1 and F2 will be checked.
F1. Let D, E ∈ . Let ϕ1 :D → D and ϕ2 :D → E be epimorphisms. Let F ∈  and ϕ :D → F be an epimorphism reﬁning
the clopen partition U = {ϕ−11 (d)∩ϕ−12 (e) | d ∈ D, e ∈ E}. Deﬁne ψ1 : F → D and ψ2 : F → E by letting ψi( f ) = ϕi(x) where
ϕ(x) = f . Then ψ1 and ψ2 are epimorphisms.
F2. Let C, D, E ∈ , with epimorphisms ϕ1 : D → C and ϕ2 : E → C . Let ψ :D → C be any epimorphism. By Lemma 2, let
χ1 :D → D and χ2 :D → E be epimorphisms such that ϕiχi = ψ . Let F ∈  and ρ :D → F , with ρ an epimorphism reﬁning
the clopen partition V = {χ−11 (d)∩χ−12 (e) | d ∈ D, e ∈ E}. If ρ1 : F → D and ρ2 : F → E are deﬁned by letting ρi( f ) = χi(x),
where x ∈ D is such that ρ(x) = f , then ρ1 and ρ2 are epimorphisms and ϕ1ρ1 = ϕ2ρ2. 
Proposition 7. Let and′ be projective Fraïssé classes of topological structures for the same language. Suppose that for each D ′ ∈ ′
there are D ∈  and an epimorphism D → D ′ and similarly that for every D ∈  there are D ′ ∈ ′ and an epimorphism D ′ → D.
Then the projective Fraïssé limits of  and ′ are the same.
Proof. Suppose for example D is a projective Fraïssé limit of . It is shown that it is also projective Fraïssé limit of ′ .
L1. Let D ′ ∈ ′ . Fix D ∈  with epimorphisms ϕ : D → D ′ and α :D → D . Then ϕα :D → D ′ is an epimorphism.
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with epimorphisms ψ : D ′ → D and θ : E → D ′ . By Lemma 2 there is an epimorphism α :D → E such that ϕ = ψθα. Then
θα :D → D ′ reﬁnes U .
L3. Let G ′ ∈ ′ with epimorphisms ϕ1,ϕ2 :D → G ′ . For i ∈ {1,2}, let Li ∈  and ψi :D → Li be an epimorphism reﬁning
{ϕ−1i (g)}g∈G ′ . For l ∈ Li , deﬁne θi(l) = ϕi(δ) ∈ G ′ , where ψi(δ) = l. So θi is an epimorphism and θiψi = ϕi .
Let L′i ∈ ′ with epimorphisms γi : L′i → Li .
There are H ′ ∈ ′ and αi : H ′ → L′i epimorphisms with θ1γ1α1 = θ2γ2α2. Pick M ∈  with an epimorphism β :M → H ′ .
Using Lemma 2, let ρi :D → M be an epimorphism such that ψi = γiαiβρi .
There is τ :D → D such that ρ2 = ρ1τ . So
ϕ2 = θ2ψ2 = θ2γ2α2βρ2 = θ1γ1α1βρ1τ = θ1ψ1τ = ϕ1τ . 
Corollary 8. If is a projective Fraïssé family and′ ⊆  is such that for every D ∈  there is D ′ ∈ ′ with an epimorphism D ′ → D,
then ′ is a projective Fraïssé family, with same projective Fraïssé limits as .
Proof. Using the hypothesis, verify properties F1 and F2 for ′ . Then apply Proposition 7. 
In particular, if (Dn,πn) is a fundamental sequence for the projective Fraïssé family , then {Dn}n∈N is a projective
Fraïssé family with the same projective Fraïssé limits as .
Proposition 9. Let , ′ be projective Fraïssé families of ﬁnite topological L-structures, with  ⊆ ′ and let D, E, respectively, be
their projective Fraïssé limits. Then there is an epimorphism E → D.
Proof. Let (Dn,πn) and (En,ρn) be fundamental sequences for  and ′ , respectively. There is an increasing sequence hn
of natural numbers and epimorphisms ϕn : Ehn → Dn such that ∀n ∈ N πnϕn+1 = ϕnρhn+1hn . Since D and E can be considered
as the inverse limits of the systems (Dn,πn) and (En,ρn), respectively, given x = (xn) ∈ E, deﬁne θ(x) = (ϕn(xhn )). Then
θ :E → D is an epimorphism. 
3. The class of ﬁnite graphs
Let Γ be the class of ﬁnite graphs in the language L0.
Theorem 10. The class Γ is a projective Fraïssé family.
Proof. It is enough to check property F2: since singletons are epimorphic images of any graphs, property F1 will follow as
well. So let C, D, E ∈ Γ , with ϕ1 : D → C and ϕ2 : E → C epimorphisms. Let
F =
⋃
c∈C
(
ϕ−11 (c)× ϕ−12 (c)
)= {(d, e) ∈ D × E ∣∣ ϕ1(d) = ϕ2(e)}
and for (d, e), (d′, e′) ∈ F set
(d, e)RF
(
d′, e′
) ⇔ dRDd′ ∧ eREe′.
Then the restrictions of the projections π1|F : F → D and π2|F : F → E onto the two factors are epimorphisms. One of the
directions to be proved is the forward implication in the deﬁnition of RF . For the converse, let for instance d,d′ ∈ D with
dRDd′ . If ϕ1(d) = ϕ1(d′) = c, pick e ∈ ϕ−12 (c); then (d, e)RF (d′, e). If on the other hand ϕ1(d) = ϕ1(d′), there are e, e′ ∈ E
such that ϕ2(e) = ϕ1(d), ϕ2(e′) = ϕ1(d′) and eREe′; then (d, e)RF (d′, e′). Moreover ϕ1π1|F = ϕ2π2|F . 
Let (G, RG) be the projective Fraïssé limit of Γ . Let ∞ be the class of ﬁnite graphs G each vertex of which has at most
three neighbours (including itself) and for no n 2 there are distinct x0, . . . , xn ∈ G such that (x0, . . . , xn, x0) is a path in G .
Corollary 11. The class ∞ is a projective Fraïssé family and G is its projective Fraïssé limit.
Proof. Using Lemma 4 componentwise, it follows that given G ∈ Γ there is D ∈ ∞ with an epimorphism D → G . Now
apply Theorem 10 and Corollary 8. 
Proposition 12. The relation RG is an equivalence relation each of whose classes has at most 2 elements.
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enough to show that there are no distinct elements x, y, z ∈ G with xRG yRGz. Otherwise, let U , V and W be pairwise
disjoint clopen neighbourhoods of x, y and z, respectively. Let G ∈ Γ and ϕ :G → G be an epimorphism reﬁning the clopen
partition {U , V ,W ,G \ (U ∪ V ∪ W )}. Let a = ϕ(x), b = ϕ(y) and c = ϕ(z). So RG(a,b) and RG(b, c). Let G ′ be the graph
obtained from G by subdividing the edge {a,b} with a new intermediate node b′ and ψ :G ′ → G be deﬁned by extending
the identity G → G with ψ(b′) = b. Then there can be no epimorphism θ :G → G ′ such that ψθ = ϕ , since it would be
θ(y) ∈ {b,b′}, though ¬RG ′ (a,b) and ¬RG ′(b′, c). 
Thus, G/RG is a compact Polish space.
Theorem 13. G/RG is homeomorphic to the Cantor space.
Proof. By [4, Theorem 7.14] it is enough to establish the two following claims.
Claim 1. Each connected component of G/RG is a singleton.
Proof. Suppose x, y are distinct points in some connected component K of G/RG and let u, v ∈ G be representatives of x
and y, respectively. Since ¬RG(u, v) there are disjoint clopen neighbourhoods U and V of u and v , respectively, such that
∀a ∈ U ∀b ∈ V ¬RG(a,b). Let L ∈ ∞ and ϕ :G → L be an epimorphism reﬁning the clopen partition {U , V ,G \ (U ∪ V )}.
By connectedness of K , the points ϕ(u) and ϕ(v) must be in the same component L0 of graph L. Let L0 = {l0, . . . , lk}, where
li RLl j ⇔ |i − j| 1; since ¬RL(ϕ(u),ϕ(v)), if li = ϕ(u), l j = ϕ(v) it is not restrictive to assume i + 2 j.
Let L′ = (L \ L0) ∪ {a0, . . . ,ai+1} ∪ {bi+1, . . . ,bk} ∈ ∞ with the relation RL′ = (RL ∩ (L \ L0)2) ∪ {(an,am) | |n − m| 
1} ∪ {(bn,bm) | |n −m| 1}. Deﬁne an epimorphism ψ : L′ → L by letting:
• ψ |L\L0 be the identity;• ψ(ah) = lh for 0 h i + 1;
• ψ(bh) = lh for i + 1 h k.
In other words, L′ is obtained from L by replacing L0 with two components; the epimorphism ψ makes vertices li and l j
correspond to elements in distinct components. Let θ :G → L′ be an epimorphism such that ϕ = ψθ . Then
θ−1
({a0, . . . ,ai+1}), θ−1({bi+1, . . . ,bk})
are disjoint RG-invariant clopen subsets of G, containing u and v , respectively, contrary to connectedness of K . 
Claim 2. G/RG is perfect.
Proof. Suppose not, and let x ∈ G be such that its RG-equivalence class [x] is clopen in G. Let G ∈ ∞ with an epimorphism
θ : G → G reﬁning the clopen partition {[x],G \ [x]} of G. Then either θ([x]) = {g0} or θ([x]) = {g0, g1}; moreover θ(x) is
a component of G . Take new objects h0, h1 and let L = G ∪ {h0} or L = G ∪ {h0,h1} according to which of the two cases
for θ([x]) is realised, together with the relation RL = RG ∪ {(h0,h0)} or RL = RG ∪ {h0,h1}2, respectively. Let ϕ : L → G be
deﬁned by extending the identity of G with the values ϕ(hi) = gi . Then ϕ is an epimorphism and there is no epimorphism
ψ :G → L such that θ = ϕψ . 
The following result accounts for the reasons of the limitations in getting continua as quotients of projective Fraïssé
limits (see Corollary 16). Indeed it shows that, except when the diameter of its elements is bounded or it contains only
linear graphs, any projective Fraïssé subfamily of Γ contains disconnected graphs.
Theorem 14. If  is a projective Fraïssé family of ﬁnite connected graphs of unbounded diameters, then  ⊆ 0 .
Proof. It will be shown that if  is a family of ﬁnite graphs of unbounded diameters satisfying property F2 and   0,
then  contains a disconnected element. Two cases will be considered.
Case 1. Suppose there exist C ∈  and distinct points x0, . . . , xn ∈ C , for some n  2, such that xi RC xi+1 for all i and
x0RC xn . In turn, two subcases are distinguished.
Case 1.1. Suppose C ′ = (C, RC \ {(x0, x1), (xn−1, xn)}) is disconnected. Let A be the component of C ′ containing x0 and xn
and denote A˜ = A \ {x0, xn}.
Let P = C ∪ {δ} and RP = (RC \ {(xn−1, xn)}) ∪ {(xn−1, δ)}, where δ is a new element. Set α : P → C be the epimorphism
deﬁned by adding the value α(δ) = xn to the identity map. By Lemma 4, let D ∈  with an epimorphism β : D → P . Deﬁne
ϕ = αβ : D → C .
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the identity by letting γ (η) = x0. By Lemma 4 again ﬁnd E ∈  admitting an epimorphism σ : E → Q . Let ψ = γ σ .
Suppose F is a ﬁnite graph with epimorphisms θ : F → D and ρ : F → E such that ϕθ = ψρ . Let θ∗ = βθ : F → P and
ρ∗ = σρ : F → Q . Then M = (ϕθ)−1( A˜)∪ θ∗−1(xn)∪ρ∗−1(x0) is RF -invariant, witnessing the disconnectedness of F . Indeed,
suppose x ∈ M , y ∈ F \ M and xRF y. There are various possibilities:
(1) ϕθ(x) ∈ A˜ and ϕθ(y) ∈ C \ A. Then ϕθ(x) and ϕθ(y) are not neighbours in C , contradicting ϕθ being an epimorphism.
(2) • ϕθ(x) ∈ A˜, θ∗(y) = δ or
• ρ∗(x) = x0, θ∗(y) = δ or
• θ∗(x) = xn , θ∗(y) = δ or
• θ∗(x) = xn , ϕθ(y) ∈ C \ A.
Then θ∗(x) and θ∗(y) are not neighbours in P , contradicting θ∗ being an epimorphism.
(3) • ϕθ(x) ∈ A˜, ρ∗(y) = η or
• ρ∗(x) = x0, ρ∗(y) = η or
• ρ∗(x) = x0, ϕθ(y) ∈ C \ A or
• θ∗(x) = xn , ρ∗(y) = η.
Then ρ∗(x) and ρ∗(y) are not neighbours in Q , contradicting ρ∗ being an epimorphism.
Case 1.2. Suppose C ′ = (C, RC \ {(x0, x1), (xn−1, xn)}) is connected. Let A be the set of all x ∈ C \ {x0, . . . , xn}, such that all
paths from x to x1 pass either through x0 or through xn . Let B be the set of all elements of C \ ({x0, x1, xn−1, xn}∪ A) that are
adjacent either to x0 or to xn . Notice that by case assumption B = ∅. Let B ′ = {bx}x∈B be a set equipotent to B consisting of
brand new elements. Deﬁne C∗ = C ∪ B ′ and set RC∗ = (RC \ {(x0, x), (xn, x)}x∈B)∪ {(x0,bx) | x ∈ B, x0RC x} ∪ {(xn,bx) | x ∈ B,
xnRC x}. Let λ :C∗ → C deﬁned by letting
λ(b) =
{
b if b /∈ B ′,
x if b = bx ∈ B ′.
Starting from graph C∗ , which satisﬁes the hypothesis of C in Case 1.1, construct as in Case 1.1 the graphs P and Q with the
epimorphisms α : P → C∗ and γ : Q → C∗; then there are graphs D, E ∈  and epimorphisms β : D → P and σ : E → Q .
Denote ϕ = λαβ and ψ = λγ σ .
Suppose F is a ﬁnite graph with epimorphisms θ : F → D and ρ : F → E such that τ = ϕθ = ψρ . Let x ∈ (σρ)−1(x0) ∪
(βθ)−1(xn). It will be shown that any path in F starting at x cannot be total and so F is disconnected. Indeed, suppose ξ is
such path. Since βθ and σρ are epimorphisms, the ﬁrst term of ξ not in τ−1(A ∪ {x0, xn}), if any, must be in (βθ)−1(B ′) ∩
(σρ)−1(B ′). Since in P elements of B ′ are adjacent only to themselves and to x0 or xn , and the same is true in Q , the
path ξ is bound to stay inside τ−1(A ∪ {x0, xn})∪ ((βθ)−1(B ′)∩ (σρ)−1(B ′)).
Case 2. If Case 1 does not apply, there is C ∈  with a point p ∈ C such that C \ {p} has at least 3 components A0, . . . , An .
Let D ∈  with diameter big enough so that, for a ﬁxed d ∈ D there are positive integers k0, . . . ,kn−1 with ki+1  ki +2 and
an epimorphism ϕ : D → C so that:
• ϕ({a ∈ D | dD(a,d) < k0}) = A0;
• ϕ({a ∈ D | ki−1 < dD(a,d) < ki}) = Ai , for 0< i < n;
• ϕ({a ∈ D | kn−1 < dD(a,d)}) = An;
• if dD(a,d) = ki then ϕ(a) = p, for 0 i < n.
Similarly, let E ∈ , e ∈ E , h0, . . . ,hn−1 be positive integers with hi+1  hi + 2 and an epimorphism ψ : E → C such that:
• ψ({a ∈ E | dE (a, e) < h0}) = A0;
• ψ({a ∈ E | h0 < dE (a, e) < h1}) = A2;
• ψ({a ∈ E | h1 < dE(a, e) < h2}) = A1 (or ψ({a ∈ E | h1 < dE (a, e)}) = A1 if n = 2);
• ψ({a ∈ E | hi−1 < dE(a, e) < hi}) = Ai for 2< i < n;
• ψ({a ∈ E | hn−1 < dE (a, e)}) = An if n > 2;
• if dE (a, e) = hi then ψ(e) = p, for 0 i < n.
Let F be a graph admitting epimorphisms θ : F → D and ρ : F → E such that ϕθ = ψρ . Let F0 = (ϕθ)−1(A0) = (ψρ)−1(A0).
Then F0∪(θ−1({a ∈ D | dD(a,d) = k0})∩ρ−1({a ∈ E | dE (a, e) = h0})) is RF -invariant, entailing disconnectedness of F . Indeed,
let x ∈ F0 ∪ (θ−1({a ∈ D | dD(a,d) = k0}) ∩ ρ−1({a ∈ E | dE(a, e) = h0})) and suppose xRF y for some y /∈ F0 ∪ (θ−1({a ∈ D |
dD(a,d) = k0}) ∩ ρ−1({a ∈ E | dE(a, e) = h0})). Since θ and ρ are epimorphisms, k0  dD(θ(y),d)  k0 + 1 and h0 
dE (ρ(y), e)  h0 + 1, but either dD(θ(y),d) = k0 or dE (ρ(y), e) = h0. This implies ϕθ(y) ∈ {p} ∪ A1, ψρ(y) ∈ {p} ∪ A2
and {ϕθ(y),ψρ(y)} = {p}, contradicting ϕθ = ψρ . 
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Theorem 15. The compact metric spaces that can be obtained as quotients D/RD , where (D, RD) is a projective Fraïssé limit of a
projective Fraïssé family of ﬁnite topological L0-structures with RD an equivalence relation, are the following:
(1) a Cantor space;
(2) a disjoint sum of m singletons and n pseudo-arcs, for m,n ∈ N and m+ n > 0;
(3) a disjoint sum of n compact metric spaces Xi , each consisting of a disjoint union Pi ∪⋃ j∈N Q ij where:• Pi is a pseudo-arc;
• each Q ij is a Cantor space clopen in Xi ;
• ⋃ j∈N Q ij is dense in Xi .
Corollary 16. If (D, RD) is a projective Fraïssé limit of a projective Fraïssé family  of ﬁnite topological L0-structures such that RD is
an equivalence relation and D/RD is a continuum, then D/RD is either a point or a pseudo-arc.
Before embarking in the proof of Theorem 15 it will be checked that case (3) in the statement of the theorem provides
in fact a topological characterisation.
Theorem 17. Fix a compact metric space S. Let X be a compact metric space of the form of a disjoint union X = S ∪⋃ j∈N Q j where:
• each Q j is a Cantor space, clopen in X ;
• ⋃ j∈N Q j is dense in X.
Then X is unique up to homeomorphism.
Proof. As a ﬁrst step, a rearrangement of the Cantor sets Q j is needed. Fix a compatible metric d on X . For each i ∈ N, let
Ai = {x ∈ X | d(x, S) 1i+1 } and Bi = {x ∈ X \ S | d(x, S) 1i+2 }. By [3, Exercise 7.2], let Ci be a clopen subset of X \ S (in fact,
a clopen subset of X ) such that Ai ⊆ Ci,Ci ∩ Bi = ∅. Set D0 = C0 and Di+1 = Ci+1 \ Ci . Thus each Di is either empty or a
clopen Cantor subspace of X . Moreover,
x ∈ Di ⇒ x /∈ Ci−1 ⇒ x /∈ Ai−1 ⇒ d(x, S) < 1
i
(for i > 0),
x ∈ Di ⇒ x ∈ Ci ⇒ x /∈ Bi ⇒ d(x, S) > 1
i + 2 .
Now, let {ph}h∈N be a countable dense subset of S . Using again [3, Exercise 7.2], for each h, i ∈ N deﬁne inductively
clopen subsets P ih of Di , such that
• P00 = D0, P10 = D1;
• P0h = P1h = ∅ for h 1;
• {x ∈ Di \⋃ j<h P ij | d(x, ph) 1i } ⊆ P ih ⊆ {x ∈ Di \⋃ j<h P ij | d(x, ph) < 1i−1 } for all h ∈ N and i  2.
Notice that, for all i ∈ N, sets P ih are pairwise disjoint, cover Di and ﬁnitely many of them are Cantor sets, the others being
empty. Moreover, for each h ∈ N there are inﬁnitely many i such that P ih = ∅; throwing away the empty ones yields a
sequence {Sih}i∈N of Cantor spaces. So {Sih | i,h ∈ N} is a family of pairwise disjoint clopen Cantor spaces in X such that for
all h and all i  2, all points of Sih are less than
1
i−1 far from ph; in fact, for any δ ∈ R+ , except for a ﬁnite number of pairs
(h, i), the distance from ph to any point of Sih is less than δ.
Let Y = S ∪⋃ j∈N R j be another such space. Doing the same construction for Y produces a family {T ih | i,h ∈ N} of Cantor
spaces in Y . Deﬁne Φ : X → Y being the union of identity on S and any homeomorphisms Sih → T ih on each Sih . Then Φ is
a homeomorphism. 
The proof of Theorem 15 is split in the next three propositions.
First it will be shown that each of the compact metric spaces in the statement of the theorem can be realised. For
case (1) this has already been checked in Theorem 13.
Let mn be the class of those elements of ∞ having exactly m + n components, exactly m of which trivial; in this
notation, the only difference between 0 and 01, is that 0 contains the singleton graphs. Let 
∞
n be the class of those
elements of ∞ having exactly n non-trivial components (and with an arbitrary number of trivial ones).
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D) its projective Fraïssé limit, RD is an equiv-
alence relation and D/RD is a disjoint sum of m singletons and n pseudo-arcs.
Proof. Let (D, RD) be the disjoint sum of n copies of (P, RP) with m isolated points. To check properties L1, L2 and L3
use the fact that (P, RP) is the projective Fraïssé limit of 0 and observe that if D, D ′ ∈ mn and if ϕ : D → D ′ is an
epimorphism, then ϕ induces a bijection between the set of components of D and the set of components of D ′ , matching
non-trivial components of D with non-trivial components of D ′ . So D/RD is as required. 
Proposition 19. For each n > 0, the class ∞n is a projective Fraïssé family. Moreover, denoted by (D, RD) its projective Fraïssé limit,
RD is an equivalence relation and D/RD is the disjoint sum of n compact metric spaces, each of which is the disjoint union of a
pseudo-arc and countably many clopen Cantor subspaces with the union of these Cantor spaces dense.
Proof. Let (Li,πi) be a fundamental sequence for the class 01. A fundamental sequence (L
′
i,ρi) for 
∞
n is deﬁned induc-
tively. Let L′0 be the disjoint sum of n copies of L0. Given L′i , let L
′
i+1 be the disjoint sum of n copies of Li+1 and 2card(L
′
i)
isolated points. Let ρi : L′i+1 → L′i agree with πi on each copy of Li+1 and send two of the 2card(L′i) new isolated points to
each point of L′i .
For each D ∈ ∞n , denote by Dˆ the substructure consisting of the n non-trivial components of D (so throwing away the
isolated points). Notice that for C, D ∈ ∞n any epimorphism ϕ : D → C induces an epimorphism ϕˆ : Dˆ → Cˆ and matches
bijectively the components of Dˆ with those of Cˆ .
To show that (L′i,ρi) is indeed a fundamental sequence, let ﬁrst D ∈ ∞n . Then D is the sum of Dˆ and a ﬁnite number h
of isolated points. For i big enough, the cardinality of Li is at least that of the biggest component of Dˆ and L′i has at least h
isolated points, so there is an epimorphism L′i → D .
Now let E, F ∈ ∞n , j ∈ N and epimorphisms ϕ1 : F → E , ϕ2 : L′j → E . Let E1, . . . , En the non-trivial components of E and
similarly F1, . . . , Fn the non-trivial components of F and L′j1, . . . , L
′
jn those of L
′
j listed in such a way that ∀p ∈ {1, . . . ,n}
ϕ1(F p) = ϕ2(L′jp) = Ep . Using the fact that (Li,πi) is a fundamental sequence for 01 and identifying L′jp with L j , there
is h > j with epimorphisms ψp : Lh → F p such that ϕ1ψp = ϕ2πhj . By pasting components together, an epimorphism
ψ : Lˆ′h → Fˆ is found such that ϕˆ1ψ = ϕˆ2ρˆhj . Let {e1, . . . , em} be the set of isolated points of E and let Ml = card(ϕ−11 (el)).
Pick k  h big enough so that each of (ρkj )−1ϕ
−1
2 (el) ⊆ L′k has at least Ml elements. Deﬁne an epimorphism γ : L′k → F
by letting it be equal to ψρˆkh on Lˆ
′
k and matching, arbitrarily but surjectively, all points in (ρ
k
j )
−1ϕ−12 (el) with the points
in ϕ−11 (el). In this way ϕ1γ = ϕ2ρkj .
Let (D, RD) be the inverse limit of (L′i,ρi). So, just as an L0-structure, (D, RD) is the sum of two structures (A, RA) and
(B, RB) where (A, RA) is the sum of n disjoint copies of (P, RP), namely the points x ∈ D all of whose projections are not
isolated points in the corresponding L′i , and (B, R
B) consists of those points y ∈ D having at least one projection (and so all
but ﬁnitely many) among the isolated points of the L′i . So R
A is an equivalence relation each of whose classes has at most
two elements and A/RA is the disjoint union of n pseudo-arcs, while RB is equality.
To each element e of each Lˆ′i a Cantor space clopen in D is associated, namely the set of all x ∈ B whose i-th projection
is e. So B/RB = B is the union of countably many clopen Cantor spaces. Finally, ﬁx an element in A/RA , let x be one of its
(at most two) representatives and ﬁx any i ∈ N. Since there are points in B whose i-th projection is the same as the i-th
projection of x, the density of B/RB in D/RD follows. 
Proposition 20. Suppose is a projective Fraïssé class of ﬁnite topological L0-structures with projective Fraïssé limit (D, RD). Suppose
RD is an equivalence relation. Then D/RD falls into one of the alternatives given in Theorem 15.
Proof. Since RD is reﬂexive and symmetric, so are all relations in  as well, in other words elements of  are graphs.
There are two cases to distinguish.
Case 1. There is no bound on the number of non-trivial components in the graphs of . It will be shown that D/RD is
homeomorphic to Cantor space by verifying that it is perfect and totally disconnected.
Suppose, by contradiction, x ∈ D is such that its equivalence class [x] is an isolated point of D/RD , that is [x] is a clopen,
RD-invariant subset of D. Pick D ∈  and an epimorphism ϕ :D → D reﬁning {[x],D \ [x]}, so that ϕ([x]) is RD -invariant.
If ϕ([x]) consisted of more than one component of D , say A and B are two of them, then no point of ϕ−1(A) would be
RD-related to any point of ϕ−1(B). So ϕ([x]) is a single component of D . Let M be the number of trivial components and
K be the number of edges in D . Let E ∈  have at least M + K + 1 non-trivial components. Then it is possible to deﬁne an
epimorphism ψ : E → D as follows:
• some M components of E are sent by ψ to the M distinct trivial components of D;
• other K non-trivial components of E are sent onto the K edges of D;
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• all other components of E are sent to some ﬁxed point of D .
So ψ−1ϕ([x]) consists of more than one component. Let θ :D → E be an epimorphism such that ϕ = ψθ . Then [x] =
θ−1ψ−1ϕ([x]) contains points that are not RD-equivalent.
To see that D/RD is totally disconnected, let x, y ∈ D with ¬RD(x, y). Take disjoint clopen neighbourhoods U and V of x
and y, respectively, such that no element of U is RD-related to any element of V ; ﬁx D ∈  and ϕ :D → D an epimorphism
reﬁning the partition {U , V ,D \ (U ∪ V )}. Then ¬RD(ϕ(x),ϕ(y)). A construction as in the preceding paragraph gives E ∈ 
with an epimorphism ψ : E → D such that no element of ψ−1ϕ(x) is in the same component of any element of ψ−1ϕ(y):
it is enough to choose E with enough non-trivial components and send each one of them via ψ onto a trivial component
or an edge of D in such a way that all edges and all trivial components of D be the image of at least one component of E .
Let θ :D → E be an epimorphism such that ϕ = ψθ . If A ⊆ E is the union of the components containing some element of
ψ−1ϕ(x), then θ−1(A) is a clopen RD-invariant subset of D separating x from y.
Case 2. There is a bound, say N is the least one, on the number of non-trivial components of the graphs in . Let (Di,πi)
be a fundamental sequence for  and (D, RD) its inverse limit.
Case 2.1. The diameters of the components of the graphs of  are bounded, say by M . In turn this splits into two subcases.
Case 2.1.1. There is a bound on the number of components of the graphs in . Say n is the maximum number of
components in the graphs of . Since the number of components of the graphs Di is non-decreasing, it may be assumed
that every Di consists of n components and the epimorphisms πi map each component C
j
i+1 of Di+1 onto a different
component C ji of Di . So letting K j be the set of elements of D whose i-th projection is in C
j
i for some (equivalently, all) i,
this deﬁnes a partition of D into n clopen RD-invariant subsets. Fix x, y ∈ K j . For each i there is a path (ai0, . . . ,aiM) joining
π∞i (x) to π
∞
i (y). Since for all i
′ < i the sequence (π ii′ (ai0), . . . ,π
i
i′ (aiM)) is a path from π
∞
i′ (x) to π
∞
i′ (y), by ﬁniteness of
C j0 there is a path (a
′
00, . . . ,a
′
0M) from π
∞
0 (x) to π
∞
0 (y) such that a
′
0r = π i0(air) for an inﬁnite set I0 of indices i > 0 and all
r ∈ {0, . . . ,M}. Let i0 = min I0. Then there is a path (a′i00, . . . ,a′i0M) from π∞i0 (x) to π∞i0 (y) such that a′i0r = π ii0 (air) for an
inﬁnite set I1 ⊆ I0 of indices i > i0. Note also that π i00 (a′i0r) = a′0r . Proceeding this way, for an inﬁnite sequence of indices i
a path (a′i0, . . . ,a
′
iM) from π
∞
i (x) to π
∞
i (y) is built in C
j
i such that for all i, i
′ in the sequence with i  i′ the equality
π i
′
i (ai′r) = air holds for all r ∈ {0, . . . ,M}. Each sequence (air)i determines an element zi ∈ D such that (z0, . . . , zM) is a path
in K j from x to y. Since RD is an equivalence relation, this implies that each K j is an equivalence class and so D/RD is an
n-point discrete space.
Case 2.1.2. There is no bound on the number of components of the graphs in . It can be assumed that all Di have N
non-trivial components and that each πi determines a bijection between the set of non-trivial components of Di+1 and the
set of non-trivial components of Di . Denote C1i , . . . ,C
N
i the non-trivial components of Di in such a way that πi(C
j
i+1) = C ji
and let K j = {x ∈ D | ∀i ∈ N π∞i (x) ∈ C ji }. By the same argument of Case 2.1.1, each K j is a single RD-equivalence class. On
the other hand, if x ∈ D \⋃Nj=1 K j , then the RD-class of x is just {x}.
It is shown that D/RD is homeomorphic to the Cantor space. For seeing that D/RD is perfect, suppose x ∈ D is such
that its RD-equivalence class [x] is a clopen subset of D. Let D ∈  have N non-trivial components with an epimorphism
ϕ :D → D reﬁning {[x],D \ [x]}. Let i ∈ N be such that there is an epimorphism ψ : Di → D and Di has at least one
(necessarily trivial) component more than D . Deﬁne an epimorphism ψ ′ : Di → D as follows. If there are at least two
components A and B of Di such that ψ(A) ⊆ ϕ([x]), ψ(B) ⊆ ϕ([x]), then let ψ ′ = ψ . Otherwise, there must exist distinct
a,b ∈ Di such that a is an isolated point and ψ(a) = ψ(b); then deﬁne ψ ′ by changing the deﬁnition of ψ just by letting
ψ ′(a) ∈ ϕ([x]). Let θ :D → Di be such that ψ ′θ = ϕ . So there are at least two RD-equivalence classes contained in [x] =
θ−1ψ ′−1ϕ([x]), which is a contradiction. To show that the connected components of D/RD are singletons, let x, y ∈ D with
¬RD(x, y). By the argument above showing that each K j is an RD-equivalence class, there is i ∈ N such that π∞i (x) and
π∞i (y) are in distinct components of graph Di , say A is the component which π
∞
i (x) belongs to. Then (π
∞
i )
−1(A) is a
clopen, RD-invariant subset of D separating x from y.
Case 2.2. There is a biggest H with 1  H  N , such that given any M ∈ N there is a graph in  having at least H
components of diameter bigger than M . Having found H , ﬁx also M such that no graph in  has more than H components
with diameter bigger than M .
Case 2.2.1. There is a bound, say n is the least one, on the number of components of the graphs in  (so 1 H  N  n).
So it can be assumed that each Di has n components D1i , . . . , D
n
i , and:
• D1i , . . . , DNi are non-trivial;
• the diameters of D1i , . . . , DHi are bigger than M;
• the diameters of DH+1i , . . . , DNi are less than or equal to M;
• πi(D ji+1) = D ji .
So {K j | 1 j  n} is a clopen partition of D into RD-invariant sets, where K j = (π∞)−1(D j), for any arbitrary i ∈ N.i i
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For H < j  N , arguing as in Case 2.1.1, K j is an equivalence class with respect to RD , so K j/(RD ∩ K 2j ) is a singleton.
For each i ∈ N, let D ′i =
⋃H
j=1 D
j
i and R
D ′i = RDi ∩ (D ′i)2. Then by Lemma 3 notice that (D ′i,π ′i ) is a fundamental sequence
for the family {D ′i}i∈N , where π ′i is the restriction of πi to D ′i+1. Notice also that {D ′i}i∈N and 0H satisfy the hypothesis of
Proposition 7. So the quotient of
⋃H
j=1 K j with respect to the restriction of RD is the disjoint union of H pseudo-arcs.
Case 2.2.2. There is no bound on the number of components of the elements of . It can be assumed that each Di has
ni  N components D1i , . . . , D
ni
i where:
• the diameters of D1i , . . . , DHi are bigger than M;
• DH+1i , . . . , DNi are not trivial but have diameter at most M;
• DN+1i , . . . , Dnii are singletons.
By restricting to {Di}i∈N and possibly adding one initial element to the fundamental sequence, it can be assumed n0 = N .
Moreover, 1  j  N ⇒ πi(D ji+1) = D ji . Let E ji = (π i0)−1(D j0) and E j = (π∞0 )−1(D j0). Then by Lemma 3 each {E ji }i∈N is a
projective Fraïssé family, whose projective Fraïssé limit is E j . Thus D is the disjoint union of the topological structures E j
where RE j = RD ∩ E2j .
Claim. For each i ∈ N and each a ∈ E ji there are i′ > i and at least two elements b,b′ ∈ Di′ \
⋃N
l=1 Dli′ with π
i′
i (b) = π i
′
i (b
′) = a
(entailing b,b′ ∈ E ji′ ).
Proof. Let k > i with Dk containing at least two isolated points more than Di . Then there are isolated points u,u′ ∈ Dk
such that either πki (u) = πki (u′) and (πki )−1πki (u) and (πki )−1πki (u′) both have cardinality at least 2, or (πki )−1πki (u) =
(πki )
−1πki (u
′) contains at least three elements. Let ψ : Dk → Di be the epimorphism deﬁned by ψ |Dk\{u,u′} = πki |Dk\{u,u′}
and ψ(u) = ψ(u′) = a. Then by property (b) of a fundamental sequence there are i′  k and an epimorphism θ : Di′ → Dk
such that ψθ = πki π i
′
k = π i
′
i . Let b and b
′ be arbitrary with θ(b) = u and θ(b′) = u′ . 
Thus {E ji }i∈N consists of graphs having exactly one non-trivial component D ji and arbitrarily many trivial components,
whose number is non-decreasing with respect to i.
Fix 1  j  H . By the above discussion, {E ji }i∈N and ∞1 satisfy the hypothesis of Corollary 8; thus the quotient of E j
with respect to the restriction of RD is the disjoint union of a pseudo-arc and countably many clopen Cantor subspaces
with dense union.
Let H + 1  j  N . Given x, y ∈ E j , if π∞n (x),π∞n (y) ∈ D jn for all n ∈ N, then by an argument as the one developed
in Case 2.1.1, xRD y. On the other hand, if x ∈ E j is such that π∞n (x) /∈ D jn for some (so, for almost all) n ∈ N, then x is
RD-related to itself only. Using the claim, any non-empty RD-invariant open subset of E j contains more than one RD-
equivalence class and any two RD-equivalence classes in E j can be separated by a clopen RD-invariant set; so E j/RE j is a
Cantor space. 
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